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Abstract—The high-precisionQoS (quality of service) prediction is based on the comprehensive perception of state information of users and

services. However, the currentQoSprediction approaches have limited accuracy, formost state information of users and services (i.e., network

speed, latency, network type, andmore) are hidden due to privacy protection. Therefore, this article proposes a hidden-state-aware network

(HSA-Net) that includes three steps called hidden state initialization, hidden state perception, andQoSprediction. A hidden state initialization

approach is developed first based on the latent dirichlet allocation (LDA). After that, a hidden-state perception approach is proposed to abstract

the initialized hidden state by fusing the known information (e.g., service ID and user location). The perception approach consists of four hidden-

state perception (HSP)modes (i.e., knownmode, objectmode, hybridmodeand overallmode) implemented to generate explainable and fused

features through four adaptive convolutional kernels. Finally, the relationship between the fused features and theQoS is discovered through a

fully connected network to complete the high-precisionQoSprediction process. The proposedHSA-Net is evaluated on two real-world

datasets. According to the results, theHSA-Net’smean absolute error (MAE) index reduced by 3.67% and 28.84%,whereas the rootmean

squared error (RMSE) index decreased by 3.07% and 7.14% comparedwith ten baselines on average in the two datasets.

Index Terms—Service recommendation, convolutional neural network, QoS prediction, hidden states, feature fusion

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the growing number of Web services, it is essential
to determine how to recommend high-quality services

to users. The main idea of service recommendation is to
automatically predict the QoS values of the Web services
that the user does not invoke and then recommend the most
suitable Web services to the user through these predicted
QoS values. Therefore, QoS prediction is a key step in
service recommendation. QoS (e.g., response time and
throughput) [1], [2] is considered to be an important crite-
rion for evaluating the quality of Web services [3], [4]. In
fact, reliable QoS data can effectively recommend optimal
services to potential users. A recommended low-quality

service (e.g., no response for a long time) may result in the
loss of potential users. For example, service 0-5 is a public
service used by a large number of users. The predicted
response times between user 0 and five services were
reported 5.982, 2.13, 0.854, 0.693, 0.866, and 1.833 seconds.
We will give priority to recommend high-quality services 3
and 4 to the user 0. Therefore, it is important to predict the
unknown QoS data based on historical data. This area has
attracted a great deal of research interest [5], [6], [7].

Many challenges limit the accuracy of QoS prediction. For
example, data sparsity is a major challenge in QoS prediction.
Although there is a large number of services, users have access
to a limited number of services which makes the user-service
matrix sparse. According to the research literature, a common
approach to the reliableQoS prediction is collaborative filtering
(CF) [8], [9], [10]. In fact, CF ismainly based on similarity calcu-
lation performed by similar users and similar services to pre-
dict unknown QoS values. Due to the simplicity and
availability of CF, it is considered awidely usedQoSprediction
approach. However, the sparsity and imbalance of QoS data
make CF suffer from the limited prediction accuracy andweak
scalability [11].

To overcome CF limitations, researchers proposed integrat-
ing deep learning approaches with the CF technology to
improve the QoS prediction accuracy [12], [13], [14]. Among
the existing approaches based on deep learning, obtaining as
much information as possible is still the core idea for accuracy
improvement. For example, Zhang et al. used location informa-
tion as features and considered the user–service distance corre-
lation to realize the QoS prediction [14]. The deep learning
technology improves the prediction accuracy to a certain extent
but requires effective information known as prediction condi-
tions, such as location and temporal information. According to
the previous studies, the QoS is often closely related to a user’s
state of the user and service itself when the service is used [15],
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[16]. For example, a user’s network speed and the service load
ratewill directly affect theQoS [17]. Comparedwith algorithms
that do not consider known information, the models that con-
sider more information can lead to more accurate QoS predic-
tions. For example, Chen et al. [18] further improve improved
the accuracy of prediction through an extended version of the
approach proposed byWu et al.. [19] to embed the service loca-
tion and the user location information in vectors. However,
most current methods benefit from only the existing informa-
tion and rarely consider the latent relationship between differ-
ent information. In summary, there are still two challenges to
the high-precisionQoS prediction:

1) Limited information: The known information is lim-
ited, for it is difficult to collect much state information
on services and users due to cost and privacy issues.

2) Independent features: Most studies use the known
information on the QoS as independent features. In
fact, just a few studies analyzed how to determine
the relationship between different information on
the QoS.

To tackle the above challenges, this paper proposes a hid-
den-state-aware networks (HSA-Net), which is mainly
based on the idea of initializing the hidden-state informa-
tion on users and services in the first step. As a result, it is
possible to overcome the challenge of limited information.
In the second step, the information is divided into four cate-
gories, i.e., known user information, hidden-state informa-
tion of users, known service information, and hidden-state
information of services. The perception approach is then
proposed. It includes four hidden-state perception (HSP)
modes to obtain the fused features by abstracting and fusing
different information. Each HSP mode achieves a compre-
hensive perception of information based on different classi-
fications through an adaptive convolution kernel. This
approach can overcome the challenge of independent fea-
tures and enhance the compatibility to different datasets. In
the third step, fully connected networks are employed to
learn the relationship between the fused features and the
QoS in order to achieve the high-precision QoS prediction.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:

a) We proposed a novel approach based on Hidden
State Aware Network (HSA-Net) with three steps,
i.e., hidden state initialization, hidden state percep-
tion, and QoS prediction. HSA-Net provided a novel
and effective solution for addressing the data incom-
pleteness problem in the field of QoS prediction.

b) A hidden-state perception approach is also proposed.
It includes four HSP modes (i.e., known mode, object
mode, hybrid mode, and overall mode) based on dif-
ferent convolutional kernels. Such modes encode the
information of a specific category to obtain fused fea-
tures (i.e., known features, object features, hybrid fea-
tures, and overall features) where the convolutional
adaptive kernels are adjusted dramatically according
to the amount of features.

c) A few large-scale experiments are conducted to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the proposed HSA-Net by
comparison with ten state-of-the-art baselines on two

real-world datasets. According to the experimental
results, the HSA-Net outperforms all the baselines in
terms of the QoS prediction precision.1

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, related work is described. Section 3 provides the
description of the proposed HSA-Net. Section 4 discusses
the study set includes datasets, evaluation criteria, and
more. Section 5 presents the experimental results and analy-
sis in detail. The last section, concludes the paper and intro-
duces the direction of future work.

2 RELATED WORK

To predict QoS, two review studies have recently been pre-
sented in [20] and [21]. Roughly speaking, theQoS prediction
approaches can be classified into two categories: collabora-
tive filtering-based QoS prediction approaches and deep
learning-basedQoS prediction approaches.

2.1 Collaborative Filtering-Based QoS Prediction
Approaches

In this approach, a User-Service QoS matrix is the basic data
source. This paper uses the User-Service QoS matrix defini-
tion that is similar in most studies [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], [28]. CF-based Qos prediction approaches can be
divided into two categories: memory-based and model-
based. Memory-based approaches consider response time,
throughput, or location as a similarity measure between
users or services. The approach includes user-based [29], ser-
vice-based [30], and a combination of the user and service
[31]. The key step is to perform similarity calculations on
users or services. For example, Zheng et al. introduced a QoS
prediction approachwith a similarity computation approach
of similar neighbors [32]. Model-based approaches, on the
other hand, apply techniques like matrix factorization
(MF). This is an effective technique to implement recom-
mender systems [33], [34], [35], [36], which has been
extensively utilized to implement the QoS predictors in
recent years. Ren et al. proposed a support vector
machine-based CF approach to found the services that be
truly preferred by a user [37]. The advantage of the QoS
prediction approach based on collaborative filtering is
that little data is required, but due to the lack of informa-
tion and data sparsity, satisfactory prediction accuracy is
often not achieved by a related approach.

To further improve the accuracy of collaborative filtering,
many researchers have begun to focus on additional infor-
mation (such as time and locations). For example, Chen
et al. considered the user’s trust degree and location infor-
mation for QoS prediction [38]. Tang et al. and Liu et al.
used the locations of users and services to improve the accu-
racy of QoS prediction effectively [39], [40]. Among various
models with additional information, latent factors (LF)-
based QoS predictors are prevalent due to their scalability
and high prediction accuracy [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. Luo
et al. proposed a highly accurate prediction approach for
missing QoS data by ensembling nonnegative latent factor
(NLF) models [46]. Wu et al. propose a posterior-neighbor-
hood-regularized latent factors (PLF) model for highly

1. Our replication package:https://github.com/HotFrom/HSA-Net
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accurate QoS prediction [47]. The main idea of the latent fac-
tor (LF)-based approach is to improve the accuracy of pre-
diction by discovering the hidden state of users and
services. Similarly, Luo proposed a latent ability model
(LAM) that can initialize the hidden capabilities of employ-
ees and services [48] but lacks an effective prediction
approach. Although the additional information contributes
to the accuracy of the CF method, the prediction accuracy
still does not reach the expected because it can only learn
the linear and low-dimensional relationship.

The hidden state initialization step is closely related to
the latent factor-based approaches because it also considers
the hidden information of user and service [15]. Compared
with the MF-based approaches that only obtain a single
user latent matrix and service latent matrix, the proposed
initialization approach in this paper can set any number of
hidden states. By doing this, HSA-Net can use more infor-
mation to provide accurate predictions.

2.2 Deep Learning-Based QoS Prediction
Approaches

In recent years, deep neural networks have emerged as an
effective approach to recommended services. This approach,
which our approach belongs to, captures the non-linear rela-
tionship by considering the hidden state information of the
object. He et al. are the first researchers who applied deep
learning techniques in the recommended field [12]. More-
over, Kim et al. proposed the ConvMFmodel for QoS predic-
tion that integrates the convolutional neural network (CNN)
into probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) to captures
known information [49]. Similarly, deep learning approa-
ches that use the timeslices information are also widely used
in QoS prediction tasks. For example, Xiong et al. proposed a
novel personalized LSTM based matrix factorization

approach that can seize the dynamic latent representations
of users and services and can be seasonably updated to deal
with the new data [50].

Deep learning improves the accuracy of prediction to some
extent but requires a lot of additional effective information as
prediction conditions [51], [52], [53], [54], [55]. To further min-
ing hidden information, Xiong et al. proposed a deep hybrid
collaborative filtering approach for service recommendation
that can find the complex invocation relations between mash-
ups and services by using a multilayer perceptron [56]. HSA-
Net is inspired by other domains of the research base on deep
learning methods using known information for QoS predic-
tion [57]. Themaindifference between theHSA-Net and those
methods is that HSA-Net uses more hidden information and
further captures the latent relationship between different
information rather than only the relationship between inde-
pendent features and QoS. Consequently, the HSA-Net can
mitigate the challenges of independent features for QoS
prediction.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

The architecture of HSA-Net is shown in Fig. 1, which
includes three steps: hidden state initialization, hidden state
perception, and QoS prediction:

Hidden State Initialization. An LDA-based hidden state
initialization algorithm to initialize M hidden states of users
and services: (p1 . . . pm) and (q1 . . . qm).

Hidden State Perception. The hidden state perception step
includes four different HSP modes to capture the impact of
different information. We abstract and fuse (p1 . . . pm),
(q1 . . . qm) and known information of users and services
(Ku1 . . .Kuo ,Ks1 . . .Kso ) through different convolution oper-
ations to obtain four fusion features. Furthermore the size of

Fig. 1. The framework of HSA-Net. Step I: HSA-Net initializes M hidden states information of users and M hidden states information of services.
Then 2�M hidden state information and 2�O known information are encoded into V-dimensional vector by Ont-hot. Step II: Four HSP modes gen-
erate four interpretable fusion features through four different convolution operations. Step III: HSA-Net uses a three-layer fully connected network to
achieve high-precision QoS prediction.

WANG ET AL.: HSA-NET: HIDDEN-STATE-AWARE NETWORKS FOR HIGH-PRECISION QOS PREDICTION 1423



the convolution kernel of each HSP mode can be automati-
cally adapted according to the number of the known infor-
mation (O) from the dataset and the number of hidden
information (M).

QoS Prediction. The QoS prediction step captures the rela-
tionship between the four fusion features of the second step
and QoS through a fully connected neural network to
achieve high-precision QoS prediction.

3.1 Hidden State Initialization

Since the original information from the QoS dataset contains
little information, we use a hidden state initialization algo-
rithm to initialize M hidden states of user and M hidden
states of service closely related to response time. The
response time is a complex variable that is affected by vari-
ous factors of the user and the service itself. In most cases,
we cannot access sufficient information such as user network
speed and service load to predict response time; hence
response time is modeled as a mixture of hidden state infor-
mation and known information.

Fig. 2 describes how the hidden state variables interact
with the observation variables to learn the distribution
of the hidden state. We provided the definition of notations
in Table 1 and the hidden state initialization steps in
Algorithm 1.

3.1.1 Parameter Definition

In this section, four probability distributions are first
defined and how to calculate them is then discussed.

Definition 1. Let L ¼ U; S; Th i denote the QoS records of the
form (ui; si; ti), ui 2 U , si 2 S, ti 2 T , 1 � i � n. U is the user
identifier. S is the service identifier, and T is the response time for
user U to access service S. Let parameter M denote the number
of hidden state type. The set Pi= pkð1 � k � M; 1 � i � nuÞf g
contains m hidden state that are contained by the user i. The set
Qi= qkð1 � k � M; 1 � i � nsÞf g contains M hidden state that
are contained by the service i. n, nu, ns are the number of records,
the number of users and the number of services, respectively.

The matrix bu ¼ bu i;jf g
n o

is used to denote the proba-
bility for assigning all M hidden states to all nu users
1 � i � M; 1 � j � nuð Þ and the matrix bs ¼ fbs i;jf gg denotes
the probability for assigning allM hidden states to all ns serv-
ices. We initialize bu and bs with the standard normal
distribution.

Definition 2. The Qs is the frequency of various hidden state
assignments on services. Qs if g is the fraction of distinct services
contains hidden state i, satisfying S

m
i¼1Qs if g ¼ 1. Dirichlet

Prior is the smoothing distribution function to guarantee that
the element of the hidden state would not be too small or too
big. The Qs was defined the prior distribution that its probabil-
ity density function by Dirichlet prior

Qs � DirichletðÞ;Qsi ¼ 1=M; 1 � i � ns: (1)

Similarly, we define Qu by using the same Dirichlet Prior
with the same prior distribution

Qu � DirichletðÞ;Qui ¼ 1=M; 1 � i � nu: (2)

We consider the following sampling process: the hidden
state is a sample from the state set of size m, according to
the frequency Qu. The probability of the hidden states con-
tained by ui is exactly Zu. Formally

ZujQu � DiscreteðQuÞ: (3)

Fig. 2. The graphical model of hidden state initialization step.Qu is the hidden state probability distribution for all users. bu is the hidden state probability
distribution of each user.Qs is the hidden state probability distribution for all services. bs is the hidden state probability distribution of each service.

TABLE 1
Notations and Descriptions

Notations Descriptions

O The number of known information.
M The number of hidden states.
Ns The number of services.
Nu The number of users.
N Number of records.
Qs Qs if g denotes the probability of existence hidden state i

for all services.
Qu Qu if g denotes the probability of existence hidden state i

for all users.
bs bs if g denotes the distribution of hidden states owned by

service i, bs i;jf g denotes the service i’s hidden state j.
bu bu if g denotes the distribution of hidden states owned by

user i, bu i;jf g denotes the user i’s hidden state j.
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Similarly, the probability of the hidden state contained by si
is exactly Zs. Formally

ZsjQs � DiscreteðQsÞ: (4)

Definition 3. For each record, we consider the probability of
assigning hidden state Zu to the user Ui as well as the factors
Zs to the service Sj. The probability bu is defined as the parame-
ter for modeling the relation between the hidden state Zu and
ui. We have

uijZu;bu � Discreteðbu Zuf gÞ: (5)

In a similar fashion, we have

sijZs;bs � Discreteðbs Zsf gÞ; (6)

as show in Fig. 2, bu and bs have size nu �M and ns �M,
respectively.

Definition 4. The Cu is the complexity factor of the user repre-
senting user’s sophistication factor on response time. It is a vec-
tor of size nu. In this case, it represents the complexity factor of
all users and initialized to Cui ¼ 10, 1 � i � nu. Identically,Cs

is the complexity factor of service represents the service’s sophis-
tication factor on response time. It represents the complexity fac-
tor of all services and initialized toCsj ¼ 10, 1 � i � ns.

3.1.2 Response Time Sampling

The most important step is sampling response time ti given
the i QoS record (ui; si; ti). ti as the object of observation is
affected by different factors of users and services. For each
record, the conditional probability is used to represent its
distribution

tijZu; Zs; Cu; Cs; w � Fðti;�i;j;kÞ; (7)

where function F is exponential distribution with parame-
ter � regarding response time

Fðti; �i;j;kÞ ¼ �i;j;ke
ð�ti��i;j;kÞ; (8)

where

��1
i;j;k ¼

CujCsk if ti < h

CujCskw else

�
; (9)

where j denotes the service and k denotes the user in the ith
record. w is a penalty coefficient, the initial value is 50. The
range of response time is 0-20 second. According to the
exponential distribution in Eq. (8), the records with lower
response times will get higher feedback. When the response
time is close to 0 second, the feedback value is close to 1,
and when the response time is close to 20 second, the feed-
back value is smaller. The significance of the penalty coeffi-
cient is to increase the score gap between the record with a
response time of 5-20 second and the record with a response
time of 0-5 second. According to the exponential distribu-
tion, a record of 5-20 will get a lower score. Because in the
QoS prediction problem, we hope to successfully predict
records with a too-long response time, which will reduce
the recommendation of these services to users. The initial
value of the complex coefficient does not have any meaning,

and the purpose is to give an initial gradient to the gradient
descent algorithm. h is a constant. When the response time
is less than h seconds, the penalty does not be imposed.

Algorithm 1.Hidden State Initialization Algorithm

Input: Q: (ui; si; ti) variables: nu is the number of users, ns is the
number of services. m is the number of hidden state and
n is the number of records.

Output: ðbu;bsÞ
//E-STEP
1: while Ltþ1=Lt > g do
2: for i ¼ 1 to n do
3: for j ¼ 1 tom do
4: for k ¼ 1 tom do
5: Ft

i;j;k ¼ ti;j;kFðsij;�i;j;kÞ
6: end for
7: end for
8: end for

//M-STEP
9: for i ¼ 1 tom do

10: Qtþ1
u ¼

ðm�1Þnþ
Pn

i
0 ¼1

Pm

k¼1
Ft

i
0
;i;k

ðmðm�1Þþ1Þn

11: Qtþ1
s ¼

ðm�1Þnþ
Pn

i
0 ¼1

Pm

j¼1
Ft

i
0
;j;i

ðmðm�1Þþ1Þn
12: for q ¼ 1 to nu do
13: btþ1

u i;qf g ¼
Pn

i
0 ¼1

Pm
k¼1 F

t
i
0
;i;k

Iðui ¼ qÞ
14: end for
15: for q ¼ 1 to ns do
16: btþ1

s i;qf g ¼
Pn

i
0 ¼1

Pm
j¼1 F

t
i
0
;j;i
Iðsi ¼ qÞ

17: end for
18: end for

//GD-STEP
19: for q ¼ 1 to nu do
20: Ctþ1

ui
¼ Ct

ui
þ % � @P ðGjQÞt

@Ct
ui21: end for

22: for q ¼ 1 to ns do
23: Ctþ1

si
¼ Ct

si
þ % � @P ðGjQÞt

@Ct
si24: end for

25: wtþ1 ¼ wt þ % � @P ðGjQÞt
@wt

26: Ltþ1 ¼ P ðGjQÞ
27: end while

return (bu;bs)

3.1.3 Parameter Estimation

The GðQu;Qs;bu;bs; w; Cu; CsÞ is a set of parameters in our
hidden states initialization algorithm, which must be
learned. In this place, we choose maximum a posteriori
(MAP) to complete parameter estimation. In this step, we
use the initialization values of the parameters as the prior
distribution and use the QoS record Q as the observation
object to obtain the posterior distribution P ðGjQÞ. The spe-
cific calculation approach is as follows:

P ðGjQÞ ¼ Z
Yn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

ti;j;kFðsij;�i;j;kÞ; (10)

where

ti;j;k ¼ bu j;uif gbs j;sif gQu jf gQs kf g
1

BðMÞ
Ym
i¼1

ðQs if gQs if gÞM�1:

(11)
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Z is a constant and keeps the sum of all probabilities equal to
1. In the above announcement, ui and si represent the service
number of the user recorded in the ith. To solve this MAP
problem, the EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm is
used to update the set of parameters Qu;Qs;bu;bsf g, and the
set Cu;Cs; wf g are updated with the gradient descent (GD)
algorithm at the same time. In the case that the objective
function and the data are determined, the solution space is
also determined. Different initial settings may have different
initial gradients, but theywill produce the same final value.

In Algorithm 1, E-step refers to the expectation step. We
calculate the probability of hidden states by Bayes theorem

Ft
i;j;k ¼ P ðui; tkjui; si; ti;GÞ

¼ ti;j;kFðsij;�i;j;kÞ: (12Þ

M-step refers to the maximization step. We update parame-
ters G by maximizing the condition expectation.

T ðGjGtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;klogP ðGjQÞ

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;klogðti;j;kFðsij;�i;j;kÞÞ: (13Þ

Then we have

Qtþ1
s ¼ argQumaxT ðGjGtÞ

¼ argQumax
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

T ðlogQs jf g

þ ðm� 1Þ
Xm
i¼1

logðQs if gÞÞ

¼
ðm� 1ÞnþPn

i
0 ¼1

Pm
k¼1 F

t
i
0
;i;k

ðmðm� 1Þ þ 1Þn ;

(14)

and

btþ1
uj;p

¼ argbumaxT ðGjGtÞ

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;kIðui ¼ pÞ (15Þ

btþ1
sk;q

¼ argbsmaxT ðGjGtÞ

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Ft
i;j;kIðsi ¼ qÞ: (16Þ

Iðsi ¼ qÞ means that when si ¼ q, the return value is 1, oth-
erwise the value is 0. We supplement the steps of the GD
algorithm in detail to update the parameters ðCu;Cs; wÞ

@P ðGjQÞt
@Ct

si

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;k

 
� 1

Cuq

þ ti
CuðuiÞC

2
sq

ðIðj ¼ kÞ þ 1

w
Iðj 6¼ kÞÞÞ

!
Iðui ¼ qÞ;

(17)

for Cs

@P ðGjQÞt
@Ct

si

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;k

 
� 1

Csq

þ ti
CsðsiÞC

2
uq

ðIðj ¼ kÞ þ 1

w
Iðj 6¼ kÞÞÞ

!
Iðsi ¼ qÞ;

(18)

and the gradient for w

@P ðGjQÞt
@w

¼
Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Ft
i;j;k

 
� 1

w
þ ti
CuðuiÞCsðsiÞw

!
Iðj 6¼ qÞ:

(19)

The g is a constant less than 0.01, which is used as the
convergence condition of the algorithm. In Algotithm 1,
line 1 and line 26 provides a way to calculate the termi-
nation condition. Finally, we use the results returned by
Algorithm 1 as the hidden state of users and services.

3.2 Hidden State Perception

3.2.1 Input Layer

To train the neural network, we input the user known
information Kui , user’s hidden states Pi, service known
information Ksj , and service’s hidden states Qj into the
embedding layer of Keras, which can be regarded as a
fully connected layer without bias term. The latent state
initialization algorithm calculates the latent state of users
and services, which is a floating-point value. To imple-
ment the embedding layer operation in the neural net-
work, we expand each state value by 100 times and de-
integer. In the sense of solely, each information goes
through one-hot encoding that makes the feature to 1xV
dimension vector so that the ith position is 1 and the
other is 0. The mathematical expression of this step is as
follows:

Kv
ui
¼ f1ðTT

1 ui þ b1Þ (20)

Pv
i ¼ f1ðTT

1 piþ b2Þ (21)

Kv
sj
¼ f1ðHT

1 sj þ b3Þ (22)

Qv
j ¼ f1ðHT

1 qj þ b4Þ; (23)

where T1 and H1 stand for the users and service’s embed-
ding weight matrix, respectively. For better feature combi-
nation, we combine the user known information vector with
the user hidden state information vector to obtain the user
feature vector. Similarly, we can get the service feature vec-
tor. Then, we concatenate them to get the input vector. The
simplified step is as follows:

Input ¼ FðKui ; pi;Ksj ; qj; U; S; axis ¼ 1Þ; (24)

where F is a mergence operation by Keras, and axis=1 indi-
cates that the operation is performed line by line.
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3.2.2 HSP Modes

We designed four HSPmodes by considering themeaning of
hidden information in different situations through real expe-
rience. In the section, we described the setting and meaning
of HSP modes in detail. We divide all QoS information into
four categories: user known information (Ku1 . . .Kuo ), ser-
vice known information (Ks1 . . .Kso ), user hidden states
information (p1 . . . pm), and service hidden states information
(q1 . . . qm). To select a more reasonable combination of fea-
tures according to the degree of contribution to the predicted
response time, different convolution kernels have been used
to calculate the impact between different information to gen-
erate specific fused features. The hidden state perception
step in the network can be expressed as

Fm ¼ Fðf1; f2; f3; f4Þ: (25)

Fm is the output of HSP modes, f1; f2; f3 and f4 are the fused
features obtained after convolution operation with different
settings, which are described as follows:

fi ¼ wi � F þ bi: (26)

Fig. 2 shows the HSP mode proposed in this paper. The
following details themeaning and output of eachHSPmode:

The hybrid mode solves a defect of the hidden state ini-
tialization algorithm: the user and the service initialize the
same number of hidden states. However, service providers
tend to have more stable networks, and their hidden states
may not be as large as users. It is necessary to consider the
relationship between the different number of hidden states
of the service and other states.

Hybrid Mode. The convolution kernel of hybrid mode is
1:5 � ðM þNÞ � 1 and the strides ¼ 0. Each convolution
operation of hybrid mode is focused on different K user fea-
tures and J service features. At the same time, K is decreasing
and J is increasing during each convolution. 0:5 � ðM þOÞ<
K<M þO , 0:5 �ðM þOÞ< j< M þO, jþ k ¼ 1:5 � ðM þOÞ.

Hybrid Features. The hybrid mode produces 0:5 � ðM þ
NÞ þ 1 hybrid features. Each hybrid feature focuses on dif-
ferent user features and service features. The reason for this
is that the quality of service may be affected by different
amounts of service information or user information rather
than the same amount of users and service information. The
effect of hybrid features is to explore the impact of fused
features from different numbers of service features and user
features on service quality, respectively. For example, the
interaction between all user information and a small
amount of service information is considered in the first
hybrid feature.

The object mode considers the states of users or services
alone by generating object features. We can focus on the
state of the object itself to judge the quality of service. This
is because there are services and users with poor states. In
Fig. 3, the response time of many users to call certain serv-
ices is about 12s, which is caused by the poor states of the
objects of these services.

Object Mode. The convolution kernel of object mode is
ðM þOÞ � 1 and the strides ¼ ðM þOÞ � 1. The object
mode performs twice convolution operations. The first con-
volution operation fuses all user features (Ku1:o and p1:m) to

obtain user object features. The second convolution opera-
tion fuse all service features (Ks1:o and q1:m) to obtain the ser-
vice object feature.

Objects Features. The object mode produces two different
object features: user object features and service object fea-
tures. The effect of object feature is to explore the impact of
user and service information on service quality respectively.
For example, if user x cannot access a certain service due to
network states, the states of his state features will have a
decisive effect on QoS prediction.

In QoS prediction, the known information is location
information, and this module will play a role similar to the
distance module in other studies.

Known Mode. The convolution kernel of known mode is
O� 1 and the strides ¼ ðM þOÞ � 1. The known mode per-
forms twice convolution operations. The first convolution
operation fuses all user known features (Kuo ) to obtain user
known fused features. The second convolution operation
fuse all the service known features (Kso ) to obtain the ser-
vice known fused feature.

Known Features. The known mode produces two different
known features: users known features and services known
features. Light blue indicates that the known features of the
user. Orange indicates the known fused features of the ser-
vice. The effect of known features is to explore the impact of
known information on service quality respectively. For
example, the known features in the dataset D2 may be easier
to pay attention to the latent relationship (distance) because
the known information of D2 is location information.

The overall model calculates the standard value through
all the features. The standard value can also be directly
regarded as the performance of the final feature—response
time. We will use other fusion features that from the three
HSP modes to calibrate this value further. Overall Mode: The
convolution kernel of overall mode is 2 � ðM þOÞ and the
strides ¼ 0. The overall mode performs once convolution
operations. This convolution operation fuses all information
to obtain the overall fused feature.

Overall Features. Green represents the overall fused fea-
ture of all information. The overall fused feature focuses on
the impact of all information on service quality.

M is the number of hidden states. O is the number of
known information of the user or service given by the source
dataset. When O ¼ 1, the known information includes iden-
tification(ID). The known information includes ID, location
information, and autonomous system (AS) information
whenO ¼ 3.

Fig. 3. Real and predicted QoS values for 300 users. Each dot repre-
sents a QoS value generated by a call to the service by that user. In this
dataset, each user has 5000+ points on the Y -axis.
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3.3 QoS Prediction

In this step, a fully connected neural network is used to
achieve high-precision QoS prediction. The network is used
to process the input vector from the hidden state perception
step for learning the high-dimensional nonlinear relation-
ship and complete the QoS prediction. First of all, we
reshape the dimensions of the fused feature through the
flatten layer of Keras to meet the input required of the fully
connected layer. Second, we use the Batch Normalizing (Bn)
layer to prevent overfitting. Bn layer can also speed up net-
work training and prevent the gradient from disappearing.
Finally, we chose ReLu as the activation function for the first
two layers because it can speed up the convergence of the
model. To get an accurate prediction value, we chose the
”Linear” function as the activation function of the last layer.
The prediction step is defined as follows:

FC2�V ¼ f3ðWT
3 xþ b3Þ (27)

FCV ¼ f2ðWT
2 xþ b2Þ (28)

Q̂u;s ¼ FC1 ¼ f1ðWT
1 xþ b1Þ; (29)

where Q̂u;s is the predictive QoS value that user i use service
j. V is the number of neurons. The FCv means that v neurons
are set in this layer. Wd is the corresponding weight matrix
and bd is the bias term of the dth layer.

3.3.1 Loss Function

We can roughly classify the mainstream loss functions into
two types: loss functions for regression problems and loss
functions for classification problems. QoS prediction prob-
lem is a regression problem. The commonly used loss func-
tions for the regression problem are mean square error
function (MSE), mean absolute error function (MAE), and
Huber function. In this paper, after a detailed comparison
experiment, we chose the MAE function as the loss function,
which is defined as follows:

Loss ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

yi � ŷij jabs: (30)

In Section 4, we discuss in detail the reasons for choosing
MAE function.

3.3.2 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of the pro-
posed HSA-Net.

In Algorithm 1, the time complexity of lines 2-8 is
Oðn�m�m), where n represents the number of records
and m is the number of hidden states(m � n). The time
complexity of lines 9-11 is O(1) because m is a constant. The
time complexity of lines 12-17 is Oðm� nu) +Oðm� ns),
where nu and ns represent the number of users and services,
respectively. The time complexity of lines 19-26 is O(1).
Therefore, the time complexity of the step (lines 2–26) is
Oðn�K). Then the complexity of Algorithm 1 is given by

T ¼ Oðn�m�mþ 1þm� nu þm� ns þ 1Þ
	 QðK � nÞ: (31)

In the HSP modes, the time complexity of Eqs. (20), (21),
(22), (23), (24), (25), and (26) is O(n). Then we perform a total
of four one-dimensional convolution operations. Therefore,
the time complexity of the forward propagation process is
Oðn� k� 4) in Eq. (28).

In the QoS prediction step, the time complexity of
Eq. (32) is Oðn� k). The time complexity of Eqs. (29), (30),
and (31) is Oðn� k) because the time complexity of the for-
ward propagation is the same as the backpropagation.

Overall, the time complexity of HSA-Net is Oðn� k).

4 STUDY SETUP

This section provides a detailed introduction to the experi-
mental setup, including an introduction to the datasets and
the evaluation metrics that we used.

4.1 Datasets

We conduct the experiments on two benchmark datasets,
which are Web service QoS data collected by the WS-Dream
system. This is a large-scale real-world Web services dataset
collected and maintained by Zheng et al. [24], containing
1,974,675 QoS values of Web services collected from 339
users on 5,825 services with location information about users
and services. In this paper, the QoS dataset acts in the form
of a user-servicematrix, where the row-indexmeans the user
identifier, the column-index expresses the service identifier,
and each value in the matrix is the Corresponding response
time (RT). The benchmark datasets are shown in Table 2:

1) D1: The known information includes user ID, service
ID, and response time (RT).

2) D2: The known information includes user ID, service
ID, response time, city information, and AS (autonomous
system) information. Among them, the city information and
AS information come from [14].

The city information refers to the city where the user and
service are located, for example, Japan, India. The AS infor-
mation refers to the network service machine of the user
and the service network provider, for example, AS17 and
AS173. Most of the time, a region has multiple AS providers.
Different regions and different ASs often have different net-
work environments, and different environments often will
lead to different quality of service. HSA-Net uses location
code and AS code to protect user privacy instead of detailed
longitude and latitude information.

For both datasets, cross-validation techniques are uti-
lized to obtain more objective results. Due to the massive
amount of QoS data, it is often impossible to collect all the

TABLE 2
The Example of Data

The Dateset D2

The Dateset D1 Other known information [14]

User ID Service ID RT IP Address User-AS Service-Country Service-AS

0 0 5.982 29 115 70 118
1 0 2.13 16 94 70 118
2 0 0.854 16 94 70 118
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
239 3945 0.132 27 101 70 43
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
338 64 0.44 29 87 1 43
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data in reality. We simulate the real environment by artifi-
cially setting sparse data. We design different test cases for
validating the effectiveness under different data densities,
as shown in Table 3. The Train: Test means the ratio of train-
ing data to testing data; Among them, D1.1 (D2.1) repre-
sents the first dataset that the first dataset is divided
according to the ratio of 5% : 95%. And D1.2 (D2.2), D1.3
(D2.3), D1.4 (D2.4) represent the other three density divi-
sions. The 5% : 95%means that 5% of original data is chosen
randomly as training data and the remaining data is used as
the test data.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

In the QoS prediction issue, the important criterion for eval-
uation is prediction accuracy. In most studies, two metrics
are used to measure accuracy. The first metric is the mean
absolute error function (MAE)

MAE ¼
P

i;j ri;j � r̂i;j
�� ��

abs

� �
N

; (32)

where ri;j is the real value and r̂i;j is the predicted value of
QoS property, and N is the number of QoS records. The sec-
ond metric is the root mean squared error (RMSE)

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i;jðri;j � r̂i;jÞ2

� �
N

vuut
: (33)

The lower values of these two metrics mean the more accu-
rate prediction we have.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we perform several experiments to compare
the performance of the proposed approach against state-of-
the-art baselines and to examine the effect of different
parameters on the performance of the proposed approach.

5.1 Performance Comparison

Approach. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach, we selected ten baselines (see Table 4) for com-
parison, including traditional algorithms and the latest
research. We conduct experiments with various data densi-
ties on two datasets D1 and D2. Since some baselines are
not universal between different datasets, we choose six
comparison baselines on two datasets, respectively.

From Tables 4 and 5, we have the following observations:

(1) As shown in Table 4. The performance of LFM,
DCALF, AutoRec, JCF, and PMF performance is similar.
When the dataset D1 density was 0.05, the MAE of all meth-
ods exceeded 0.5. This indicates that the existing approach,
which is based on CF and deep learning, has low predictive
accuracy when the sparsity of features is high. Using the
HSA-Net approach proposed in this paper, we have
improved the MAE performance by 28.73% and the RMSE
also dropped by 9.0% than the baselinemodel DCALF. In the
case of other densities, the MAE performance of HSA-Net is
improved by 28.28%, 28.93% and 29.42% respectively than
the best performance of DCALF, and RMSE decreased by
6.34%, 6.1% and 7.14%, respectively.

(2) The experimental results on the dataset D2 is shown
in Table 6. HSA-Net improves Cluster* AE by 4.1%, 2.5%,
5.4% and 2.7% in terms of MAE, by 2.5%, 3.1%, 2.8% and
2.7% in terms of RMSE among D2.1, D2.2, D2.3. D2.4
respectively.

(3) Experience shows that the Friedman Rank test is effec-
tive in validating the performance of multiple approaches on
multiple datasets [63]. We perform the Friedman test [64] in
MAE recorded respectively. From the Friedman Rank statis-
tical results, we observe that HSA-Net has the lowest Fried-
man Rank values among all QoS predictors approaches,
which means that HSA-Net has the best prediction accuracy
among the tested approaches. In Fig. 3, we visualized the
experimental results to detect the prediction of the discrete
value by HSA-Net. This shows the unbalanced distribution

TABLE 3
Properties of all the Designed Test Cases

No. Density Train:Test TrainingData TestingData

D1.1 0.05 5%:95% 98,721 1,774,099
D1.2 0.10 10%:90% 197,440 1,676,166
D1.3 0.15 15%:85% 296,182 1,577,571
D1.4 0.20 20%:80% 394,926 1,478,867

D2.1 0.05 5%:95% 98,721 1,774,099
D2.2 0.10 10%:90% 197,440 1,676,166
D2.3 0.15 15%:85% 296,182 1,577,571
D2.4 0.20 20%:80% 394,926 1,478,867

TABLE 4
Descriptions of all the Comparison Models

Approach Description

CF-Based Approach
IPCC[58] IPCC(Item Pearson Correlation Coefficient)

borrows the thinking from item-based
collaborative filtering algorithm to compute the
similarity between two services.

UPCC[30] This approach used similar user behavior
information for QoS prediction.

LACF[39] This approach uses both locations information of
users and services for service recommendation.

LFM[43] This approach used the QoS matrix to learn latent
features of users and services for predicts QoS.

PMF[59] This approach used probabilistic factors into MF
for service recommendation.

DCALF[60] this approach proposes a data-characteristic-
aware hidden state model to implement highly
accurate QoS predictions, which is a state-of-art
CF-based approach.

Deep learning-Based Approach

JCF[57] This approach use the CNN learns the neighbors’
features, forms a featurematrix for predictionQoS.

NCF[12] This is an advanced deep learning approach that
combines MLP and MF for QoS prediction.

AutoRec[61] This paper puts forward a DNNs-based QoS
predictor which is an autoencoder framework for
CF and consists of I- AutoRec and U-AutoRec.

Cluster* AE[62] This paper proposes a deep learning-based
approach that combining a matrix factorization
model based on a deep auto-encoder (DAE) and
a clustering technique, which is the state-of-art
Deep learning-based approach.

LDCF[14] This is an advanced deep learning approach with
location-aware for QoS prediction.
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of the user’s call records, and most of the call records are
within 0-3 seconds. The predicted QoS distribution well
demonstrates that the proposed method can effectively pre-
dict such data distribution.

Results. The experimental results are shown that the pro-
posed approach has the smallest MAE and RMSE in all situa-
tions. Thismeans that the proposed approach performs better
than other baselines. The accuracy of the proposed approach
has obvious advantages, especially when the information
known in D1 is limited. Especially when known information
is limited in D1, the accuracy of the proposed approach has
obvious advantages.

5.2 The Impact of the Hidden State Initialization

Approach. In this section, we evaluated the impact of the hid-
den state initialization step in the HSA-Net. We designed
related comparative experiments on dataset D2. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the hidden state initialization step, we
define the following approaches:

a) LDCF: The baseline.
b) HSA-Net: The approach proposed in this paper, and

M=5.
c) HSA-Net-HS: M=0.

d) HSA-Net-1: M=5, and hidden state values are set to 1
in HSA-Net.

We evaluate the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 by sam-
pling and analyzing the results. For example, we initialize
the hidden states of two users and two services: service
3,281 and service 2, user 308 and user 176. Fig. 4a shows
that service 3281 and user 308 have a higher value than ser-
vice 2 and user 176 for all M hidden states (M=5), respec-
tively. The blue solid polygon shows the state values of
service 3,281, which are around 1, much higher than the
state values of service 2, whose ability values are around
0.5, as shown in the red-orange solid polygon. Next, we
sample one hundred services and one hundred users (ser-
vice 0 - service 99 and user 0 - user 99) from the QoS dataset
[24]. Fig. 5a illustrates the response time comparison of ser-
vice 3,821 and service 2, and Fig. 5b illustrates the response
time comparison of user 308 and user 176. We observed that
the average response time of user 308 using service 0 - ser-
vice 99 is 1.32s, and the average response time of user 176 is
1.42s. The average response time of service 3,281 used by
user 0 - user 99 is 0.143s and the average response time of
service 2 is 0.298s.

TABLE 5
Experimental Results in D1

Method
D1.1 D1.2 D1.3 D1.4

MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% FriedmanRank

UPCC 0.769 52.27% 1.694 26.26% 0.720 54.58% 1.610 27.57% 0.652 52.91% 1.495 24.68% 0.592 50.16% 1.399 22.01% 0.68
IPCC 0.732 49.86% 1.634 23.56% 0.712 54.07% 1.543 24.43% 0.678 54.71% 1.410 20.14% 0.652 54.75% 1.310 16.71% 0.71
LFM 0.578 36.50% 1.501 16.78% 0.564 42.02% 1.320 11.66% 0.543 42.46% 1.271 11.40% 0.535 44.85% 1.226 11.01% 0.555
AutoRec 0.546 32.66% 1.373 9.03% 0.485 32.57% 1.264 7.75% 0.464 33.36% 1.210 6.94% 0.452 34.73% 1.189 8.24% 0.486
JCF 0.513 27.49% 1.332 6.23% 0.466 29.82% 1.250 6.72% 0.450 31.77% 1.185 4.97% 0.436 32.33% 1.180 7.5% 0.466
DCALF 0.512 28.32% 1.373 9.0% 0.454 27.97% 1.245 6.34% 0.434 29.26% 1.200 6.1% 0.424 30.42% 1.175 7.14% 0.455
HSA-Net 0.367 - 1.249 - 0.327 - 1.166 - 0.307 - 1.126 - 0.295 - 1.091 - 0.324

TABLE 6
Experimental Results in D2

Method
D2.1 D2.2 D2.3 D2.4

MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% MAE impro.% RMSE impro.% FriedmanRank

UPCC 0.634 45.42% 1.377 12.27% 0.553 43.39% 1.311 12.97% 0.511 42.27% 1.258 12.71% 0.483 41.40% 1.220 12.29% 0.545
IPCC 0.635 45.51% 1.387 12.90% 0.584 46.40% 1.305 12.56% 0.507 41.81% 1.252 12.30% 0.454 37.66% 1.203 11.05% 0.545
PMF 0.568 40.04% 1.537 21.40% 0.487 35.72% 1.321 13.62% 0.451 34.58% 1.221 10.07% 0.433 34.64% 1.171 8.62% 0.484
LACF 0.682 49.26% 1.500 19.46% 0.650 51.84% 1.468 22.27% 0.610 51.63% 1.416 22.45% 0.582 51.37% 1.381 22.51% 0.631
NCF 0.440 21.36% 1.325 8.8% 0.385 18.70% 1.283 11.06% 0.372 20.69% 1.253 14.11% 0.362 21.82% 1.205 11.20% 0.389
LDCF 0.413 16.22% 1.310 7.78% 0.385 18.70% 1.255 9.08% 0.362 18.50% 1.204 10.35% 0.346 18.20% 1.185 10.59% 0.376
Cluster* AE 0.361 4.1% 1.240 2.5% 0.321 2.5% 1.178 3.1% 0.312 5.4% 1.130 2.8% 0.291 2.7% 1.114 3.9% 0.321
HSA-Net 0.346 - 1.208 - 0.313 - 1.141 - 0.295 - 1.098 - 0.283 - 1.070 - 0.309

Fig. 4. The users and services’s hidden state and QoS. Fig. 5. The demo of hidden states and QoS.
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Results.

(1) As shown in Fig. 6, the prediction accuracy of HSA-
Net is higher than HSA-Net-1 that without using the
hidden state initialization step and its hidden state is
initialized to 1.

(2) The prediction accuracy of HSA-Net is higher than
that of HSA-Net-HS, without the hidden state. The
hidden state initialization step can improve the accu-
racy of QoS prediction.

(3) Through case analysis, we find out that the user or
service with a higher state value has a better average
time and maximum state value than the lower user
or service.

5.3 The Impact of HSP Modes

Approach. To evaluate the effectiveness of the HSPmodes, we
define the following four generic convolution approaches to
replace theHSPmodes.

a) 3x1: Only use 3x1 one-dimensional convolution kernel.
b) 5x1: Only use 5x1 one-dimensional convolution kernel.
c) 7x1: Only use 7x1 one-dimensional convolution

kernel.
d) 3x1*5x1*7x1: Use three different one-dimensional

convolutions: 3x1, 5x1, and 7x1, and connect the
results through the concatenate layer.

e) HSANet: The four convolution kernels of HSP
modes that we proposed above.

f) HSANet-HPS: The HSA-Net approach without HSP
modes.

As shown in Fig. 7, the HSA-Net(e) performance is supe-
rior to the others. Specifically, the MAE of HSA-Net(e) is
0.367 and its RMSE is 1.249 when density=0.05. As a com-
parison, the MAE of HSA-Net(f) is 0.393 and its RMSE is
1.26. The HSA-Net(f) without HSP modes have the worst
prediction accuracy when the data density is low. HSA-Net

(a), HSA-Net(b) and HSA-Net(c) has similar prediction
accuracy. In the same way of using multiple convolution
kernels, it can be seen that the prediction performance of
HSA-Net(e) is much better than that of HSA-Net(d).

Results: Compared with the general convolution
approaches, HSP modes achieve higher prediction accuracy.
These results show that HSPmodes are helpful for improving
the performance ofHSA-Net.

5.4 Hyper-Parameters Sensitivity Tests

1) The Impact of the Number of Hidden State (M)
Approach. To evaluate the effectiveness of the number of

hidden states (M), we set the M values for experiments to 1,
3, 5, and 7.

a) HSANet-1: In Algorithm 1, each user and service ini-
tializes only one type of latent information. In this
setting, M=1.

b) HSANet-3: In Algorithm 1, each user and service ini-
tializes only three types of latent information. In this
setting, M=3.

c) HSANet-5: In Algorithm 1, each user and service ini-
tializes only five types of latent information. In this
setting, M=5.

d) HSANet-7: In Algorithm 1, each user and service ini-
tializes only seven types of latent information. In this
setting, M=7.

Fig. 8 shows that as the number of hidden states (M)
increases, the model becomes more accurate. However, as
the number of hidden state information increases, the gains
brought by M increase have decreased. For example, the
accuracy rate of M=5 is 2% higher than M=1, but the
improvement is not obvious when M=7 is compared with
M=5.

Results. The prediction accuracy increases as M increases,
but the degree of improvement will gradually decrease. At
the same time, the cost of learning will increase significantly

Fig. 6. Results of approaches proposed in 5.2.

Fig. 7. Results of different convolution approaches proposed in 5.2.

Fig. 8. The impact of M on the HSA-Net.
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as M increases. Considering the calculation cost brought by
initializing hidden states as shown in Fig. 9a, the default set-
ting of M is 5.

2) The Impact of the Number of Neurons (V)
In HSA-Net, we map each information into a 1xV dimen-

sional vector. At the same time, we set the number of chan-
nels of the convolution operation to V. The number of
neurons in the QoSprediction step is 2V, V, and 1. In this
section, we adjusted the value of V to confirm the influence
of different parameters on the model.

Approach. We evaluate the running time of HSA-Net
when V takes a different value. It can be seen from Fig. 12
that as V increases, the learning cost becomes high. In the
experiment, the MAE indicator fluctuates within 0.1, but the
cost of learning increases significantly with the increase of
V. As illustrated in Fig. 10, when V=1024, the training time
is twice that of V=512, and when V=2048, the training time
is nine times that of V=512.

Results. The prediction accuracy does not increase signifi-
cantly with the increase of V, but the learning cost increases
rapidly. Considering the cost of learning, the default setting
of V is 512.

3) The Impact of the Loss Function

Approach. This section compares the performance of the
Huber loss function against the MAE (absolute error loss)
and MSE (squared error loss) functions.

As shown in Fig. 10, the loss function has a greater
impact on the MAE indicator than the RMSE indicator.
Among the compared indicators, the MSE loss function has
the worst prediction performance, and the MAE function
achieves the highest precision prediction.

Results. The MAE loss function has the best prediction
performance because the MAE function can ignore the
influence of outliers as much as possible.

The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 11. The
results show that the MAE function has the best performance
betweenMAE and RMSE for the QoS prediction. Through the
analysis of the dataset, we discover a phenomenon that there
are a large number of outliers in the QoS datasets. The
response time of most service records is less than 1 second,
and the response time of the overtime service is 20.

4) The Impact of Learning Rates
Approach. We choose the Nadam algorithm as our opti-

mizer. This algorithm adds first-order momentum accumula-
tion to the mini-batch adaptive moment estimation (Adam),
which has the benefits of high computational efficiency and
smaller memory requirement [65]. It has a better learning rate
as well as a stronger influence on the update of the gradient.
To evaluate the impact of the learning rate on the model, we
use the datasetD1 to conduct experiments. The number of hid-
den states M is set to 5. We set up the maximum number of
iterations for 100. Fig. 12 shows the change of MAE and RMSE
when the learning rate is 0.0001, 0.005, 0.0005, and 0.001.

Results. The results show that the learning rate of 0.0005 is
significantly better than other results. MAE and RMSE
increase relatively when the learning rate is 0.0001, 0.005, and
0.001.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss in detail the influence of the
parameters in Algorithm 1 through two comparative experi-
ments. And we discussed the performance of HSA-Net com-
parisonwith the point-by-point prediction-basedmethod.

1) The Impact of Complexity Factor
Approach. To evaluate the effectiveness of the complexity

factor in hidden state initialization algorithm, we set the
penalty coefficient (w) value to 50, and set the complexity
factor value to 10, 30 and 50.

Results. The results are shown in Table 7, during the experi-
ment, different complexity factors lead to a different number
of iterations, and the final results are almost the same.

Fig. 9. The impact of M on the HSA-Net.

Fig. 10. The impact of V on the HSA-Net.

Fig. 11. The impact of loss fuction on the HSA-Net.

Fig. 12. The impact of learning rates on the HSA-Net.
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2) The Impact of Penalty Coefficient (w)
Approach. To evaluate the effectiveness of the penalty

coefficient in the hidden state initialization algorithm, we
set the complexity factors value to 30 and set the penalty
coefficient value to 10, 30, and 50.

Results. The results are shown in Table 8, during the experi-
ment, different penalty coefficient (w) only lead to a different
number of iterations, and the final results are almost the same.

3) Comparision With Point-by-Point Prediction Based Mehod
Approach. Chowdhury et al. [66] proposed a layered

hybrid filtering prediction scheme (called CAHPHF) con-
sidering service and user context information. CAHPHF
completes QoS prediction by predicting one record at a time
due to the need to perform multiple coordination filtering
and matrix decomposition for target users and services. The
dataset and test method used in CAHPHF are different
from other methods because it requires detailed context
information and can only complete sample tests. To conduct
a fair comparison, we follow the test method provided by
CAHPHF on our dataset. In detail, we are randomly sam-
pling 200 instances from the testing dataset for the compari-
son. We perform five experiments to calculate the average
result. The results are as follows:

Results. We implemented CAHPHF and HSA-Net in
the same environment that includes Python 3.8.3 and Ten-
sorFlow 1.15.0. To keep a fair comparison on the dataset
with limited information, we remove the distance of col-
laborative filtering in CAHPHF. Because the dataset used
in this paper does not contain detailed location informa-
tion. All other parameters remain consistent with the
original description of CAHPHF. The result of experi-
ments in dataset D1 is shown in Table 9. The performance
of HSA-Net is better than CAHPHF in the sampling test.
Relatively speaking, CAHPHF is difficult to calculate

similarity when the information is limited because it
needs to go through multiple collaborative filtering base
on rich context information.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper first analyzed challenges for the high accuracy
QoS prediction, which include the data-sparse problem
raised in many studies and the impact of missing informa-
tion on the prediction task proposed in this paper. Based on
the intuitions we got from the problem analysis, we pro-
posed a hidden-state aware network named HSA-Net. In
addition, we showed how to initialize the hidden state
information of users and services, and to abstract and fuse
various information to achieve QoS prediction tasks with
high accuracy. In the first step of HSA-Net, a hidden state
initialization algorithmwas used to initialize five state infor-
mation of users and services. This step can effectively allevi-
ate the problem of insufficient information in the QoS
prediction task, which reduces the accuracy of the algorithm.
In the second step, the hidden state perception approachwas
utilized to acquire four interpretable fused features. Conse-
quently, interrelationships between independent features
can be obtained. Finally, a nonlinear relationship between
fusion features and QoS is taught to achieve QoS prediction.
The experimental results on two datasets demonstrated that
MAE index of the proposed approach is reduced by
3.67%~28.84%, RMSE index is reduced by 3.075%~9.45% com-
paredwith ten baselines on average.

In the time-aware QoS prediction task, the states of many
users and services will change over time, which may affect
the accuracy of the prediction model. In future work, we
plan to extend our approach to realize the prediction
approach based on variable state perception. We plan to use
temporal datasets to learn about the impact of user and ser-
vice state changes on QoS.
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